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Chapter 1 : Sheet music: Blues Guitar Play-Along (Guitar notes and tablatures)
(Guitar Play-Along). The Guitar Play-Along Series will help you play your favorite songs quickly and easily! Just follow
the tab, listen to the recordings to hear how the guitar should sound, and then play along using the separate backing
tracks.

He has set up a special page for friends of Dolphinstreet, where you get one track completely for free. These
tracks are a lot of fun. Here is a very useful backing tracks CD with a 12 bar blues in all 12 keys. Very handy
to have! More Tracks Here are more great tracks you can get for practicing blues. These are good simple
practice tracks for play along to. If you have used my free ones and are looking for more, you may want to
check out these practice tracks. They cover a variety of styles, but Musicians Friend also has more to choose
from, in case you want blues only tracks. Blues tunes are presented in the keys of C, Am and G. You can also
play along with the companion CD, which features an excellent blues band playing all of the back-up parts.
Include these 9 blues tunes: Blues tunes are presented in the keys of G, F, Dm, and D. This edition includes 12
burning blues play-along tracks, a live CD rhythm section, demo solos by monster guitarists, complete rhythm
charts, and solo transcriptions with tablature. Slow down tunes for learning Here is a tool I recommend for
slowing down music, so you can easier figure out what is being played. I have put together some blues
backing tracks that you can use to practice with. They are mostly just simple blues backing tracks. I only have
a few so far, but I am working creating more. Some of these I did not create myself. If you use one of these
backing tracks and record something with it, let me know - it would be fun for me to hear you play over them!
For commercial use, you must get my written permission for the songs I wrote. The sounds were created using
Line 6 Toneport and Pod Farm, or else miking any of my guitar amps. Some compression and delay were
added after recording.
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Chapter 2 : Blues Rock, Guitar Play-Along - Hal Leonard Online
The Guitar Play-Along Series will help you play your favorite songs quickly and easily! Just follow the tab, listen to the
recordings to hear how the guitar should sound, and then play along using the separate backing tracks.

Characteristics[ edit ] Blues rock can be characterized by bluesy improvisation , the twelve-bar blues ,
extended boogie jams typically focused on the electric guitar player, and often a heavier, riff -oriented sound
and feel to the songs than might be found in traditional Chicago-style blues. Please help improve this section
by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. February Learn
how and when to remove this template message The core blues rock sound is created by the electric guitar ,
bass guitar and drum kit. Often bands also included a harmonica , usually called "a harp. Two guitars are
commonplace in blues rock bands: While s-era blues bands would sometimes still use the upright bass , the
blues rock bands of the s used the electric bass, which was easier to amplify to loud volumes. Keyboard
instruments, such as the piano and Hammond organ , are also occasionally used. As with the electric guitar,
the sound of the Hammond organ is typically amplified with a tube amplifier, which gives a growling,
"overdriven" sound quality to the instrument. Vocals also typically play a key role, although the vocals may be
equal in importance or even subordinate to the lead guitar playing. As well, a number of blues rock pieces are
instrumental-only. Structure[ edit ] Blues rock pieces often follow typical blues structures, such as twelve-bar
blues , sixteen-bar blues , etc. They also use the I - IV - V progression, though there are exceptions, some
pieces having a "B" section, while others remain on the I. One notable difference is the frequent use of a
straight eighth-note or rock rhythm instead of triplets usually found in blues. Eric Clapton in Barcelona , Rock
and blues have historically always been closely linked, and electric guitar techniques such as distortion and
power chords were already used by s blues guitarists, particularly Memphis bluesmen such as Joe Hill Louis ,
Willie Johnson and Pat Hare. Other American artists, such as Paul Butterfield and Canned Heat are now also
considered blues rock pioneers. David Gilmour of Pink Floyd is known for incorporating a mixture of blues
rock, progressive rock and psychedelic rock into his guitar work. Gilmour has described Hendrix as an
inspiration for his style of playing. In the late s, Jeff Beck , with his band the Jeff Beck Group , developed
blues rock into a form of heavy rock. Feelgood , Rory Gallagher and Robin Trower. Beginning in the early s,
American bands such as Aerosmith fused blues with a hard rock edge. Blues rock grew to include Southern
rock bands, like the Allman Brothers Band , ZZ Top and Lynyrd Skynyrd , while the British scene, except for
the advent of groups such as Status Quo and Foghat , became focused on heavy metal innovation.
Chapter 3 : Blues Harmonica Play-Along Trax eBook+Online Audio - Mel Bay Publications, Inc. : Mel Bay
Guitar Guitar Play-Along Volume By Various. Hal Leonard Guitar Play-Along Series. Blues Rock, Rock and Play Along.
Softcover guitar tablature songbook and accompaniment CD.

Chapter 4 : Sheet music: Blues Rock Guitar Play-Along (Guitar notes and tablatures)
The Guitar Play-Along Series will help you play your favorite songs quickly and easily! Just follow the tab, listen to the
CD to hear how the guitar should sound, and then play along using the separate backing tracks.

Chapter 5 : Blues Guitar Play-Along Trax eBook+Online Audio - Mel Bay Publications, Inc. : Mel Bay
The Guitar Play-Along Series will help you play your favorite songs quickly and easily! Just follow the tab, listen to the
Online Audio to hear how the guitar should sound, and then play along using the separate backing tracks.

Chapter 6 : Classic Rock: Bass Play-Along Volume 6 [Hal Leonard Bass Play- | eBay
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Find great deals on eBay for blues guitar play-along. Shop with confidence.

Chapter 7 : Blues Rock Guitar Play-Along - Volume 14 Sheet Music By Various - Sheet Music Plus
Fun uptempo Blues shuffle jam track in G! INTRO SOLO TAB/NOTATION = blog.quintoapp.com Play-along starts at
More Blues jams blog.quintoapp.com Ava.

Chapter 8 : Format At Sheet Music Plus
Vol 73 Bluesy Rock Guitar Play-Along - Download as PDF File .pdf), Text File .txt) or read online. Scribd is the world's
largest social reading and publishing site. Search Search.

Chapter 9 : Easy Guitar Play-Along: Rock Guitar Classics:
Blues in A minor - Backing Track / Play-along Blues em LÃ¡ menor.
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